User Rules
First you must be a registered user to participate in the chat room. By entering the chat rooms on this
server you are expected to read through all of these rules. Once you commence chatting, it is
understood that you have read and agree to the terms and policies outlined in this agreement. Read the
following terms, policies, and conditions of the Kothachat room.
We want you to have the most fun possible in our chat. We have established a few rules to ensure your
safety and good time. We only allow registered users, so please register with a valid e-mail because we
may ask you to validate your e-mail. Users are expected to follow the basic common sense and the rules
written below1. Please show respect for other users when you are in the chat room.
2. Any chatter interested in discussing illegal activities - will be banned instantly and permanently
from Kothachat. This includes (but is not limited to) sexual activity, snuff, extreme violent sexual
abuse, and bestiality. There will be no warnings. Any chatter engaged in such discussion will be
banned permanently and instantly. We will not reinstate these banned chatters, so please
follow our rules.
3. Advertising other sites or products, aka Spamming, will not be tolerated on any part of
Kothachat, including the chatroom. This activity is invasive, and interferes with the flow of chat.
4. The Chat Moderators are there for the good of the room. Their job is to make sure that
spammers and scrollers do not ruin everyone's fun, and to keep out those who harass and/or
threaten other chatters. They are NOT there to referee personal disagreements. They are also
not there to be abused and mistreated. They volunteer their time to make the chat room a
better place. Please treat them as respectfully as you wish to be treated.
5. When more than five or more users are waiting for microphone, please limit your microphone
use to five minutes. Ask for users permission if more time needed. You can keep microphone for
longer if four or less users are waiting for microphone.
6. Chatters who log in under multiple names may be asked to log out all but one name.
7. If you have a question about any of these rules, or have a complaint, do not hesitate to contact
us. If you send a submission about a ban be sure to include your ip, approximate time and
screen name used in the email so that we may better serve you. Depending on the
circumstances at the time, a reply may not be immediate.
Based on the previously mentioned rules, Kothachat has the right to deny access to any user who
refuses to agree to these rules. By chatting on Kothachat you agree to these rules. By breaking any one
or more of these rules you ask for yourself to be removed.

Kothachat administration
e-mail: kothachat@gmail.com

